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Cladisticbiogeographyof the Mexican
transitionzone
C. J. Marshall and J. K. Liebherr Department of Entomology, Comstock Hall, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York 14853-0901, U.S.A.

Abstract
Biogeographic relationships among nine montane areas of endemism across the transition
zone between North and South America are analysed cladistically based on phylogenetic
hypotheses of thirty-three resident monophyletic taxa of insects, fish, reptiles, and plants.
Areas of endemism include the Arizona mountains (AZ), Sonoran Desert (SD), Sierra
Madre Occidental (OCC), southern Sierra Madre Occidental (SOC), Sierra Madre Oriental
(ORI), Sierra Transvolcanica (TRAN), Sierra Madre del Sur (SUR), Chiapan-Guatemalan
Highlands (CGH), and Talamancan Cordillera (TC).
Area relationships are summarized using Brooks Parsimony Analysis and Assumption 0,
with the former resulting in more defensible biogeographic hypotheses.
Areas of endemism are dividable into two monophyletic groups; a northern group including AZ, SD, OCC, and ORI, and a southern group consisting of TC, CGH, TRAN, SUR, and
the isolated southern regions of the Sierra Madre Occidental (SOC).
The northern set of areas are characterized by recent, probably Pleistocene, isolation and
prevalent widespread species, whereas the southerly areas probably diverged after Pliocene
closure of the Panamanian isthmus.
The southern areas are redundantly represented on many of the taxon-area cladograms by
endemic species, indicative of much higher levels of endemism in the Sierra Transvolcanica
and further south.
Use of a general area cladogram in such a transition zone permits explicit exploration of
biogeographic patterns and establishes a predictive framework for taxonomy and conservation prioritization.
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INTRODUCTION
Mexico and Central America comprise one of the most biologically diverseregions of the world. This diversity,in conjunction
with a complex geological history, has held the attention of
biogeographersfor more than a century. Soon after the recognition of the major biogeographic regions of the world
(Sclater, 1858; Wallace, 1876), this area was recognized as
a transition zone between the Nearctic and Neotropical
biotas (Heilprin, 1887). Transition zones have been traditionally thought to be populated by groups exhibiting disparate distributional patterns. Because these disparate
patterns have been the focus of most studies, distributions in
one taxon have not been thought predictive or informative
for other unrelated taxa. We utilize cladistic biogeography
to simultaneously derive a general summary of patterns in
a variety of groups occupying Mexico and Central America.
Correspondence: C. J. Marshall, Department of Entomology, Comstock Hall,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY14853-0901, U.S.A.
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We then demonstrate the utility of this general pattern for
understanding the biotic diversification in the region.
A complete and detailed geological history for Mexico and
Central America is not at hand. In general terms, however,
we know that subduction of the Pacific and Cocos Plates under
the North American Plate during the Cretaceous has produced
most of the extensive orogenic activity,volcanism and uplifting
characteristicof the region. Geologists paint a dynamic, almost
mosaic, history of the terrestrial (emergent) topography
(Moran-Zenteno, 1994). More recently, the opening of the
Gulf of California as well as Pleistocene glaciation further
modified the biotic patterns, especially in the north (Martin
& Klein, 1984; Betancourt et al., 1990; Van Devender,
1990a). Proponents of cladistic biogeography hold that the
distributions of different taxa are related historically, and
that they should display common patterns resulting from
orogenic and widespread ecological events. Common patterns
of this type are what this study seeks to uncover.
Recent biogeographicstudies of Mexico and CentralAmerica
are greatly influenced by Halffter (1961, 1965, 1976, 1987,
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1991). The works of Halffter exemplify what can be called the
transition zone approach. He delimits three overlapping
biogeographic patterns: the Palaeo-American, Montane
Meso-American and Nearctic Patterns. Taxa fitting the
Palaeo-American Pattern display moderate levels of diversification in Middle America and have closely related taxa in
South America and/or Africa. The Montane Meso-American
Pattern refers to taxa that arose and diversifiedin Mexico and
Central America. These taxa typically show their greatest
diversity in the mountains of nuclear Central America, from
southern Mexico and Guatemala through Nicaragua. The
Nearctic Pattern encompasses taxa generally associated with
montane habitats north of the Isthmusof Tehuantepecthat have
their closest relatives in the U.S.A. or Canada. Producing a
synthesis of these different patterns is never attempted.
Instead,separatehistoriesdependenton various centresof origin
are maintainedas parallelexplanationsof biogeographicpattern.
More recently,biogeographershave made a call for explicit,
scientifically testable biogeographic hypotheses for this region
(Llorentes Bousquets, 1996). This study investigates patterns
among areas of endemism in Mexico and Central America
using cladistic biogeography. It therefore does not adopt a
priori models of how various organisms have dispersed or
speciated. Rather, we focus on the phylogenetic relationships
of the taxa and their current distributionsin order to infer historical relationships between specified areas of endemism
(biotas). This study is modelled largely after Liebherr (1994a)
in which a general biogeographic statement was produced for
the region with Brooks ParsimonyAnalysis (BPA,Wiley, 1981;
Page, 1990), using a variety of Mexican and Central American
Carabidae (Insecta: Coleoptera). Although the data set contained taxa that would have been categorized as separate
Halffterian biogeographic patterns, Liebherr uncovered a
general biotic pattern that was not in conflict with the geological history of the region. The currentanalysis tests these initial
results with a more extensive and phylogenetically diverse
assemblage of taxa which inhabit similar areas of endemism.
Significant debates still exist between adherents of cladistic
biogeography as to the justification and best methods for
producing general area cladograms (Enghoff, 1996; Morrone
& Carpenter, 1994). This is especially true in reference to
regions for which a variety of fundamental area cladograms
exist, and which are therefore held to represent transition
zones, or hybrid areas. The conflicting views stem largely
from the notion that incongruentfundamentalarea cladograms
should not be combined because they represent distinct
historical statements. The evidence for the uniqueness of each
fundamental area cladogram is usually founded on process
models of diversification, such as centres of origin, dispersal
capacity or pre-existing biogeographic models. These
biogeographic process models have been heavily refuted in
cladistic biogeography literature (Croizat et al., 1974; Platnick
& Nelson, 1978; Nelson & Platnick, 1981; Wiley, 1987) for
being both untestable scientifically and difficult or impossible
to explicitly recognize in practice. For this reason, we do not
adopt these models, and analyse the available fundamental
area cladograms, searching for a pattern which is maximally
congruent with all biogeographic information at hand. We

see this approachas analogousto testing the homology of
charactersthroughsimultaneousparsimonyanalysis(dePinna,
1991).In bothtypesof analysis,no a priorijudgements
regarding
the suitabilityof variouspatternsaremade.Rather,the results
of an analysiscombiningall knowndataareusedin a reciprocal
fashion to evaluatethe individualconstituentpatterns;i.e.
the reciprocalilluminationof Hennig (1966). The resultant
generalareacladogramalso has implicationsfor conservation
planning,as overallbioticrelationships
can be usedto maximize
preservation
of disparate
taxaandbiotas(Faith,1992a;1992b).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Areas of endemism

Areasof endemismaredefinedby overlappingspeciesdistributions (Platnicket al., 1978). The areasof endemismused in
this studycorrespondto those used by Liebherr(1994a) and
were originallydefined based on the concordantdistributions of carabidbeetles.With the exceptionof the Southern
SierraMadreOccidental(seebelow),the distributional
patterns
of the taxa used in this study are not significantlydifferent.
In thisstudy,montanetaxa displaygreaterendemicity
thantaxa
from low elevations.Hence,althoughour areasof endemism
are centredon montaneregions,they also includeadjoining
lowland regions such as the Yucatan peninsula (Fig.1).
Areas of endemismin this study representsubdivisionsof
those defined for montane forest birds (Hernandez-Bafios
et al., 1995). Our morefinelydefinedareasare basedon the
generallygreaterendemicityof the insect, lizard, and fish
taxa formingthe basisof this analysis.A briefdescriptionof
the geologyand habitattypesfoundin each areafollows.
South-eastern Arizona (AZ)

Thesouth-eastern
cornerof Arizonaincludesa numberof small,
disjunctmountainrangespresumablyof Cretaceousor more
recentorigins.The Quaternary
historyof this region,basedon
its geologyand fossilizedpollen,has beenreviewedby Martin
(1963) and Van Devender(1990a). Someof the peaks reach
heightsabove2700 m and arecharacterizedby high levelsof
endemism.Theflorais highlyvariablebothtodayandovertime,
containingariddesertconditions,grasslandas well as oak/pine
forest.Thisregionis isolatedfromthe SierraMadreOccidental
by the SonoranDesertlyingto the southand south-west,and
from Mexico'scentralplateauand SierraMadreOrientalby
the ChihuahuanDesertlyingto the south-east.
Sonoran Desert (SD)

The Sonoranregion, as definedin this study,extends from
the extreme southeast of Californiathrough southwestern
Arizonaand continuessouthwardinto the stateof Sonora.It
includesregionsfrom below sea level to 1000 m in elevation.
BajaCaliforniais occasionallyconsideredpartof the Sonoran
Desert (Martin, 1963; Van Devender,1990b), however,it
is treatedas a separatearea in this study.AlthoughSonora
boasts Mexico'soldest rock formationsdatingfrom the preCambrian(Moran-Zenteno,
1994),marinefossilsandsedimentarydepositsindicatethat most of the regionwas submerged
? BlackwellScience Ltd 2000,Journalof Biogeography,
27,203-216
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Figure I Areas of endemism. AZ, Arizona; CGH, Chiapan Guatemalan Highlands; OCC, Sierra Madre Occidental-Central Plateau; ORI,
Sierra Madre Oriental; SD, Sonoran Desert; SOC, Southern Sierra Madre Occidental; SUR, Sierra Madre del Sur; TAL, Talamancan Cordillera;
TRAN, Sierra Transvolcanica.

priorto the Jurassic,when a stringof permanentlyemergent
volcanoes formed in the north-westernregion (FerrusquiaVillafranca,1993; Moran-Zenteno,1994). The terrestrial
aspect seen today was presumablythe result of general
upliftingduringthe late Cretaceousin combinationwith further volcanicactivityin the easternportionsduringthe Oli1993). The opening
gocene/Miocene(Ferrusquia-Villafranca,
of the Gulf of Californiato the west is thought to have
begunat the end of the Tertiary(late Miocene),resultingin
the creationof the arid environmentthat characterizesthe
regiontoday.
Plateau(OCC)
SierraMadreOccidental+Central
This is the largestof the includedareas of endemism.The
SierraMadreOccidentaland the CentralPlateauregionsare
combinedinto a single,largeareabecausethe taxa examined
in this analysisare often distributedacross the two areas.
The SierraMadre Occidentalcomprisesa massivechain of
volcanicmountainsextendingsouthfromthe southernborder
of New Mexicobetweenthe Sonoranand Chihuahuandeserts.
It rangesfrom 200 to 2200 m elevation,and is characterized
by a varietyof habitatsincludingboth dry and subtropical
? BlackwellScience Ltd2000,Journalof Biogeography,
27,203-216

forestat lowerelevations,driermixedforestat mid-elevations,
and pine/oak forest predominatingat elevations above
2000 m. Two volcanicevents,one in the Cretaceousand one
in the late Tertiary,are responsiblefor producingthis sierra,
both relatedto the subductionof the PacificPlate underthe
1993).Therange
NorthAmericanPlate(Ferrusquwa-Villafranca,
terminatesto the South in Jalisco and Michoacanwhere it
The CentralPlateau,includmeetsthe SierraTransvolcanica.
ing the Rio GrandeRiverdrainage,rests betweenthe Sierra
MadreOccidentaland the SierraMadreOrientaland consists
of two geological units: the Coahuilan and Chihuahuan
1993). Prior to the
subprovinces(Ferrusquia-Villafranca,
mid-Cretaceous,much of this region was submergedunder
epicontinentalseas, but geological evidence suggests the
earlyappearanceof at leasttwo land masses:CoahuilaIsland
and Peninsula de Tamaulipas(Alfonso-Zwanziger,1978).
Upliftingduringthe Cretaceouselevatedthe region and the
epicontinentalsea retreatedeastward.
SouthernSierraMadreOccidental(SOC)
This area, in the south of Durango,was initiallyrecognized
by the overlappingdistributionsof severalendemiccarabid
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beetles (Liebherr, 1994a). Environmentally and geologically
this region is indistinguishable from the rest of the Sierra
Madre Occidental to the North. The region is included in
this analysis to test for potentially congruent distributional
patterns in other taxa.
Sierra Madre Oriental (ORI)
The Sierra Madre Oriental is one of the most interesting and
complex geological regions of Mexico. In this study, the
Sierra Madre Oriental region includes the north-south lying
mountains of southern Nuevo Leon, western Taumalipas
and northern San Luis Potosi. A geologically related, less
dense, band of mountains extends westward from Nuevo Leon
across southern Coahuila. However, the endemism characteristic of this region is primarily found in the eastern,
north-south mountains and therefore the western extension
is not included in this area of endemism. Geologists believe
that this region was submerged longer than the four regions
mentioned above, given that it shows evidence of sedimentary deposition that would have resulted from an eastern
regression of the Jurassic epicontinental sea. The region was
eventually lifted above sea level late in the Cretaceous by the
subduction of the Pacific Plate under the North American
Plate, also causing the folded mountains characteristic of the
region (Ferrusquia-Villafranca,1993).
Sierra Transvolcanica (TRAN)
The Sierra Transvolcanica extends between Jalisco and
Veracruz, virtually cutting Mexico into northern and
southern halves. This belt is home to an incredible array of
endemic species and is relatively young geologically. The
western-most portion of this region could represent an older
formation associated with the Sierra Madre Occidental to
the north, as the western limit is not easily distinguished
from the southern limits of the Sierra Madre Occidental. If
so, this section of the Sierra could have originated in the
Cretaceous. However, the larger more extensive mountains
that extend transversely across Mexico differ in composition from those to the west and are much more recent. There
is considerable debate about the time frame within which
this range developed. The majority view holds that the range is
a melange of Plio-Quaternaryandesites, basalts, and associated
sedimentary features, overlying a continuous east-west trending series of Mid-Tertiary volcanoes (Ferrusqula-Villafranca,
1993). A divergent view considers the mid-Tertiary volcanism to represent five distinct and isolated systems, with
continuity of the Range only being established in the
Quaternary (Demant & Robin, 1975; Demant, 1978) as
a result of the subduction of the Cocos Plate under the
North American Plate. The range is separated from the
Sierra Madre del Sur by the Balsas Depression except in
its eastern-most limits where the two mountain ranges are
closely associated.
Sierra Madre del Sur (SUR)
This Sierralies between the Balsas Depression and the expansive Isthmus of Tehuantepec. It includes the mountains
of Guerrero and Oaxaca and is home to many endemic

organisms.The biodiversityis supportedby an assortment
of habitattypes representinga greatvarietyof moistureand
temperatureregimes.The originof the SierraMadredel Sur
is not well understooddue to the complexity of the geological formations. However, fossil evidence indicates that
this regioncomprisedterrestrialhabitatprior to, or during,
the Cretaceous.The extent and persistenceof this terrestrial
1993), but
habitat is poorly known (Ferrusquia-Villafranca,
marineregressionbeginningin the late Cretaceousresulted
in expandingterrestrialhabitats early in the Tertiary.The
low elevationof the Isthmusof Tehuantepec
has always been
consideredimportantbiogeographically.
Priorto the Miocene,
this regionformeda marinebarrierwhich, even afteremerging, continuedto separatethe habitatsto eitherside with an
ecological barrierof low elevationforest.
Chiapan/Guatemalan
Highlands(CGH)
This region includes the area south of the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec,and is characterizedby mid- to high-elevation
ridgesand mountainsthat rise out of a generallylow elevation, tropical forest habitat. The low-elevation Yucatan
Peninsulasharesmost of the low-elevationflora and fauna
with these regions,and is thereforegroupedinto this region
even though it is geologicallydistinct. Stuart (1966) interprets this region as terrestrialby Late Cretaceous,however,
Ferrusquia-Villafranca
(1993) and Morain-Zenteno(1994)
maintainthat it was submergeduntil at least the Palaeocene.
Limited post-Pliocene uplifting and volcanism are also
reportedfor this region(Raven& Axelrod,1974).
TalamancanCordillera(TC)
Extending from the Nicaraguan Depression south to
Colombia lies the TalamancanCordillera.This volcanic
mountainrange began as a chain of islands which eventually coalesced, forming a land bridge between South and
CentralAmerica(Coates& Obando,1996). The date of this
closureis debated,but most estimatesare between3 and 5
mya, at the Miocene/Pliocene boundary. The habitat is
predominantlywet, tropical rainforest,although there are
regions of drierforest in the north of Costa Rica and high
elevationcloud forestthroughout.
Taxa
Severalcriteriawere used to select the taxa includedin this
analysis.All taxa representhypothesizedmonophyleticclades
withconstituentspeciesthatinhabitat leasttwo areasof endemism describedabove. Additionally,each taxon includedin
the analysis has a publishedphylogeny(Fig.2) relatingits
speciesin an explicit manner(e.g. cladograms).Lastly,taxa
for which no biogeographicpatterncould be discernedwere
removed(i.e. their taxon-areacladogramsresultedin completely unresolved fundamental area cladograms). This
resultedin a data set based on thirty-threephylogenetically
distinct clades. Distributionaldata for these clades were
obtained through revisions, relevant faunistic surveys of
Mexico and CentralAmerica,and species descriptions(see
Appendix1 for references).
? BlackwellScience Ltd 2000,Journalof Biogeography,
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Figure 2 (a) Taxon area cladograms for study taxa. Numbers following species correspond to their distribution: 1, AZ; 2, SD; 3, OCC;
4, SOC; 5, ORI; 6, TRAN; 7, SUR; 8, CGH; 9, TAL; N. Amer., North America; S. Amer., South America; Baja, Baja California. See Appendix
for references. (b) Fundamental area cladograms for corresponding taxa. See Fig. 1 legend for abbreviations.

Biogeographic methods
The phylogenetic and distributional data for each taxon
were used to create fundamental area cladograms. Fundamental area cladograms were obtained using an Assumption
0 cladistic biogeographic analysis (Wiley, 1987), which treats
widespread taxa as evidence of area relationships. Other
methods (Assumption 1 and 2, Nelson et al., 1981) utilize
information from widespread taxa differently, diminishing
their relative importance in determining biotic relationships
(Enghoff, 1996). Unfortunately, with numerous widespread
taxa these methods often lead to a great many equally parsimonious fundamental area cladograms (Nelson & Platnick,
1981) that when combined into a consensus tree (see below)
often produce less resolved patterns that are not as explanatory, thereby serving as weaker tests of other biogeographic
patterns. Additionally, the geological recency of many of the
areas of endemism may make an Assumption 0 analysis less
problematic given that widespread taxa, under these circumstances, are more likely to represent distributions in place
before the isolating events producing the vicariant patterns.
A strict consensus cladogram was used to summarize equally
parsimonious, fundamental area cladograms. Areas peripheral
to the focal area (e.g. North America, Baja California or the
Caribbean)were included in the taxon area cladograms (Fig.2),
but were then removed from the resulting cladograms. This
was done in order to minimize inclusion of areas outside our
areas of interest in the full component matrix. Inclusion of
peripheral areas, not represented in most of the taxon-area
cladograms, seriously diminishes biogeographic resolution for
our focal areas, as it introduces many inapplicablecells to the
matrix (see below for construction of component matrix).
Two methods were employed to create general area cladograms. Both methods analyse the fundamentalarea cladograms
? BlackwellScience Ltd2000,Journalof Biogeography,
27,203-216

underthe criterionof parsimony,looking for the maximally
congruentrelationship(s)between the areas of endemism.
Essentially,
the areasof endemismaretreatedas taxain a phylogenetic analysis and the fundamentalarea cladogramsare
treatedas characters.A hypotheticalareaof all 'O'sis included
to serveas an outgroupfor cladogramrooting.Many of the
fundamentalarea cladograms only relate a subset of the
areasof endemism.Thisoccurswhen a taxon does not possess
species inhabitingone or more of the areas of endemism
definedfor thisstudy.The two methodsusedto producegeneral
area cladogramsdiffer in the way these fundamentalarea
cladogramsare addedto the finalmatrix.BrooksParsimony
Method(BPA,Wiley,1987) addsthemto the matrixby placing
a '?' in each row correspondingto an inapplicablearea. A
second method (Zandee& Roos, 1987) scores inapplicable
areas as '0', thereby indicating that lack of information
regarding a taxon's occurrence is in fact, positive evidence
of its absence there. This manner of treating missing taxa is
called Assumption 0 (Page, 1990; Ridder-Numan, 1996).
Once a matrix of the fundamental area cladogram components was developed, it was analysed using Hennig86 (Farris,
1988) under the exact search strategy: ie* Clados (Nixon,
1991) was used to examine the resulting topologies, as well
as to assess the component support for each clade.
RESU LTS
Initially,thirty-threefundamentalarea cladogramswere derived
from their associated taxon-area cladograms (Fig. 2). The
fundamental area cladograms yielded a final matrix of
eighty-four components (Table 1). Most of the components
(69%) were from insect taxa, with the second highest
number coming from lizards (22%), and the remainder from
fish (7.5%) and plants (1.5%).
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Table I Component-Area Matrix analysed with Brooks Parsimony Analysis.
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Figure 3 Resultantgeneralareacladograms.(A) Singlecladogram
producedunderBrooksParsimonyAnalysis(BPA):length= 129,
CI = 0.62, RI = 0.62; (B, C, D) threeequallyparsimonious
cladogramsproducedunderAssumption0 analysis:length= 140,
CI = 0.57; RI = 0.64. Seetext for abbreviations.

Analysis of this secondary matrix using Hennig86 produced
different results depending on the form of parsimony analysis.
BPA resulted in a single most parsimonious cladogram
(Fig. 3a) of 129 steps, CI:0.62 and RI:0.62. Use of Zandee
and Roos' Assumption 0 analysis produced three equally
parsimonious topologies (Fig. 3b-d) of 140 steps, CI:0.57 and
RI:0.64. All the resultant cladograms are topologically distinct
although they have many components in common. They differ
most notably in the position of the Sonoran desert (SD) and
the Southern Sierra Madre Occidental (SOC).
The BPA cladogram (Fig. 3a) displays a basal dichotomy,
yielding two clades of relatively northern and southern affinities. In the northern clade, the mountains of Arizona and
the Sierra Madre Occidental/Central Plateau are the most
recently diverged areas. Sister to these areas is the Sonoran
Desert. The most basal area in the northern clade is the
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Sierra Madre Oriental. The remaining areas comprise a
'southern' clade. With the exception of the Southern Sierra
Madre Occidental (SOC), these areas include or are south of
the Sierra Transvolcanica. Within this southern clade, the
Sierra Transvolcanica (TRAN) and the Sierra Madre del Sur
(SUR) are the most recently diverged areas, with the ChiapanGuatemalan Highlands (CGH) forming their sister area. The
southern tip of the Sierra Madre Occidental forms the sister
region to (CGH + (TRAN + SUR)). The TalamancanCordillera
(TC) comprises the most basal sister area within the southern
clade.
In the Assumption 0 cladograms, as in the BPA cladogram,
AZ is closely allied with OCC. Additionally,all area cladograms
indicate CGH as the sister area of (SUR + TRAN). Unlike
the BPA results, SOC is allied to the mountains north of the
Sierra Transvolcanica. The Sierra Madre Oriental (ORI) is
always related to (AZ + OCC), being their sister region in
two of the three topologies (Fig. 3b,d) and separated from
them only by SOC in the third (Fig. 3c). Cladograms 3c and
3d indicate that SD diverges from the base of the northern
clade, whereas in cladogram 3b it forms the basal branch of
the southern clade: SD(TC(CGH(TRAN + SUR))).
Although the three cladograms (Fig. 3b,c,d) contain the same
overall amount of homoplasy, they distribute this homoplasy
in different ways. Cladogram 3b has fewer homoplasious
components but these components have lower CI values
than the homoplasious components of either of the two
remaining topologies. In other words, the homoplasy is concentrated in fewer components in cladogram 3b. Employing
successive weighting (Farris, 1969; Carpenter, 1988) on the
data set, which applies an a posteriori weight to the components based on their CI value, favours cladogram 3b.
DISCUSSION
Both the BPA and Assumption 0 analyses recovered many of
the same biotic relationships. However, the BPA method
produces a single pattern more in accordance with previous
studies and geological evidence. This pattern differs from the
Assumption 0 cladograms only in the placement of the two
most ambiguous regions in the analysis: the southern extent
of the Sierra Madre Occidental (SOC) and the Sonoran
( BlackwellScience Ltd 2000,Joumalof Biogeography,
27, 203-216
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Desert (SD). As a result of poor sampling (e.g. phylogenetic
studies for taxa of these regions), these two regions both
have many questionably scored characters in the matrix. The
biogeographic information that is available for SD and SOC
is provided largely by widespread taxa occupying more than
two areas; each area has only three endemic species in the
overall analysis (Fig. 2). In other words, there are very few
components in the final matrix that specifically relate SOC
or SD to other areas; they are either related equally well to
several areas (informationfrom widespread species) or ambiguous (?'sfrom missing data). The Assumption 0 analysis, eliminates the ambiguity by replacing the ?'swith 'O' s, but given the
poor sampling of these regions, this remedy most likely
replaces the ambiguity with inaccuracy.In phylogenetic studies
requiring the inclusion of poorly known taxa (e.g. fossils), it
has been suggested that ambiguously scored taxa be left out
of the initial analysis and subsequently included by mapping
them onto the topology in the most parsimonious location
(Ax, 1987). Implementing this approach (under BPA or
Assumption 0) with this study's matrix results in the same
cladogram obtained using the BPA method. For all of the
preceding reasons, the BPA cladogram (Fig. 3a) is preferred
and forms the basis of the discussion to follow.
Interpretation of the preferred general area cladogram as a
biogeographic history of Mexico and Central America yields
several conclusions. First, there are two biogeographic
assemblages in Mexico and Central America: one north of
the Sierra Transvolcanica and one south, which includes the
Sierra Transvolcanica and the southern Sierra Madre Occidental. This finding may not be surprising given that Mexico
has always been considered a mixing area of southern and
northern biotas. Perhaps novel is that the northern biotas are
limited to the regions north of the Sierra Transvolcanica, not
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. The traditional focus of transition zone hypotheses on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec is likely
based on its geographical prominence, and on faunal subtraction surveys (e.g. Miller & Smith, 1986) that examine
the southern or northern limits of specific taxa. While it is
true that many taxa corresponding to Halffter's Nearctic
pattern do not extend south of the isthmus, this analysis
finds that more commonly, taxa inhabiting northern regions
do not extend beyond the Sierra Transvolcanica and Balsas
Depression. There are components indicating affinity between
the Sierra Transvolcanica and the Sierra Madre Oriental,
however, these are heavily outweighed by other components
linking the Sierras Transvolcanica and Madre del Sur to the
Chiapan-Guatemalan highlands plus Talamancan Cordillera.
These results do not deny biotic relations between the Sierra
Transvolcanica and regions to the north. They indicate only
that if the general pattern is interpreted using vicariant
explanations, then alternatives,such as dispersal or extinction,
must be invoked to explain these incongruent elements.
Inclusion of the southern Sierra Madre Occidental (SOC)
with other regions to the south may be explained by this
region's connection to the earlier developing portions of the
western Sierra Transvolcanica (Ferrusquia-Villafranca,1993).
This interpretationsuggests that the longer lasting connection
between these two areas established species that subsequently
? BlackwellScience Ltd2000,Joumalof Biogeography,
27, 203-216

speciatedthroughvicariancebut are still most closelyrelated
(e.g. LoricerarotundicollisChaudoirvs. L. aptena Ball and
Erwin,Fig. 2), or that the connectionestablishedwidespread
species that did not subsequentlyspeciate (e.g. Pelmatellus
nitescens Bates, P. stenolophoides Bates, Fig. 2), resulting in
close area relationships under the conditions of BPA or
Assumption 0.
Liebherr (1994a) likewise uncovered a northern-southern
division across this transition zone, however, that division
was not the oldest vicariantevent of his general area cladogram.
His preferred general area cladogram placed the Sierra
Madre Oriental (ORI) as the sister area to all of the other
areas because this relationship was represented in five of the
nine equally parsimonious area cladograms derived via BPA.
But, in one equally parsimonious solution ORI was the basal
area in a component also including AZ, OCC, and SOC,
and in a second it was allied with those three areas plus SD.
Similarly, the present study emphasizes relationships of ORI
to the north, as the sister area to the three northern regions
AZ, OCC and SD. Its position in the generalpattern stems from
the basal position of this region in many of the fundamental
area cladograms (e.g. Agonum cyclifergroup, Calathus species,
Fig. 2) in combination with components uniting this region
with OCC, effectively linking this region more closely to the
north than to the regions south of the Sierra Transvolcanica.
This finding is consistent with conclusions of Martin (1958)
and Van Devender (1990a) who propose the existence of a
woodland corridor between the Sierra Madre Oriental and
the Sierra Madre Occidental during the Pleistocene. If this
date is accepted as the divergence date of ORI, isolation
among the other regions must be even more recent. The
extremely close association of AZ and OCC, which share many
widespread species, supports the notion that these areas are
either very recently isolated or only weakly isolated biotically.
In the preferred area cladogram (Fig. 3a) the relationship
of the Sonoran desert to south-eastern AZ and OCC is
somewhat problematic. Geological and meteorological
evidence estimate the ecological origin (e.g. desertification) of
the Sonoran region during the Miocene, thus predating the
Pleistocene corridor of Martin (1958). However, as stated
above, the placement of SD in this analysis is by no means
stable given the general lack of montane taxa containing
species representative of the region and the analytical conditions of BPA which recognize this ambiguity.
Within the southern clade the most derived biotic relationship is between the Sierra Transvolcanica (TRAN) and Sierra
Madre del Sur (SUR).The geographicalbarriersbetween the four
major areas of the southern clade are: (1) the Balsas Depression
between TRAN and SUR (2) the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
(between TRAN + SUR and CGH), and (3) the Nicaraguan
Depression (between CGH and TC). All three barriers represent lowlands, which for much of Mexico's history consisted
of marine habitat, and currently present ecological habitats
distinct from the higher elevation, montane habitats that they
separate.The isolation of TRAN and SUR via the BalsasDepression may date from the origin of the Sierra Transvolcanica
itself. This could be as early as late Tertiary if the range constituted isolated volcanoes, possibly in a marine embayment,
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during that time. If isolation developed during the latest
round of Plio-Pleistocenevolcanism,this isolation could be
even more recent (1-2 mya). This latter date would well
explainthe numerouswidespreadspeciessharedbetweenthe
two areas.Basedon the generalcladogram,the bioticdivision
betweenregionsnorthandsouthof the Isthmusof Tehuantepec
occurred after the emergenceand isolation of the Costa
RicanandPanamanian
Talamancan
Cordillera
biota(TC),itself
a relativelyrecentevent geologicallyspeaking(2.8-3.1 mya,
Coates et al., 1996). Constrainingthe vicarianceamong the
areas north of the NicaraguaDepressionto the last 3 mya
suggestsa pre-existingcosmopolitanbiota on eitherside of
the Isthmus (CGH and TRAN + SUR) that was eventually
isolated by the graduallyelevated habitats on either side,
such elevationdue to eitheror both climaticand geological
factors.Whetherthe sharedbiotainitiallyestablisheditselfvia
continuouslandconnectionsor by dispersaloverwateris not
ascertainable.The relativelybasalpositionof a Panamanian/
CostaRicanbiota(TC)placesa maximumagefor the southern
clade, and indicatesthat the patternsdepictedmost likely
reflectlate Tertiarygeological and ecological events rather
than eventsof the Mesozoic.
Thusthe geologicalhistoryin combinationwith the general
area cladogramstronglysuggestsa disparityin the ages of
the northernand southernsets of areas.Whereasthe northern
areas are very recentlydiverged,perhapsas late as during
the Pleistocene,the southernareas appearto have diverged
over the past 3 mya or so. This longer period of southern
diversificationis accompaniedby greaterbiotic endemicity,
perhaps best exemplified by the fishes Heterandriaand
et al., 1990),
Xiphophorus(Rosen,1978, 1979;Rauchenberger
though also exemplifiedby numeroussympatricspecies in
the taxon-areacladogramsfrom the southerlyareas (Fig.2,
areas 6-9). Conversely,the more northerlytaxa tend to be
morewidespreadgeographically
(Fig.2, areas1-3), eithernot
respondingas consistentlyto habitatvicariance,or possessing
life historiesin which dispersalover barriersis necessaryfor
the maintenanceof populations.
Because we have not looked outside the nine areas of
endemism for isolation events-most likely with North
America-it is not possibleto affix a maximumage for the
isolationof the northernand southernassemblagesof areas.
Settlingthis question requiresa geographicallymore comprehensiveanalysis.
Generalareacladograms
The biogeographic
conclusionsreachedin thisstudyaredrawn
fromthe generalareacladogram.However,not all taxa fit the
generalizedpatternequallywell. Much like charactersin a
phylogeneticanalysis,therearesomethat fit well, whileothers
arehomoplasious.
How one interprets
the homoplasy,or incongruence,between the fundamentalarea cladogramscentres
on how one viewsbiogeographic
patternsin general,andwhat
questionsa biogeographicanalysisis expectedto answer.
As statedin the introduction,the objectiveof cladisticbiogeographyis the searchfor similaritiesbetweendistributions
of taxa. Vicariance,like the concept of homologyin phylogenetics, allows biotic distributionsto be compared by

assuminga priorithat organismsevolvein concertwith their
surroundinggeographies(Nelson & Platnick,1981; Wiley,
1987). In this manner,distributionsof several species can
sharea commonoriginas do the homologousmorphological
structuresof differentspecies.Congruentbiotic distributions,
like congruentmorphologicalfeatures,provide evidenceof
bioticrelationships.Bioticrelationships,hypothesizedin this
way, are scientificin that they may be tested and refutedby
new observations.Without the recognition of vicariance,
each organism'sdistributionis unique,makingintertaxonomic
comparisonsimpossible in any meaningfulway. Without
vicariance,fundamentalarea cladograms,or any biogeographic statement, are merely descriptive in substance;
neitherpredictivenor testable(otherthan at the level of an
observation).Knowledge of the biogeographicpattern of
one taxon, says nothingaboutthe patternof another.On the
other hand, cladisticbiogeographylinks the biogeographic
informationfrom one taxon to that of others and forms a
predictive and testable null hypothesis. Importantly,the
adoption of the vicariantnull hypothesisdoes not require
congruencebetweenthe individualpatterns-generalpatterns
can still have high levelsof incongruence-it only assumesa
priorithat congruenceshouldexist.
Variousmethodsof creatinggeneralbiogeographic
patterns
exist, differingin how, or if, they incorporateincongruent
pieces of information.The analysisadoptedhere treatseach
piece of evidence (congruentor incongruent)as equal and
searchesfor a pattern that is maximallycongruent(most
parsimonious)with all the data. Consensustechniquesalso
yieldgeneralpatterns(Page,1988) but do not trulyincorporate
incongruentinformation,since consensus techniquestreat
incongruentdata as ambiguity(e.g. unresolvednodes). As a
result, these cladogramsare necessarilyless parsimonious
thananyof the underlying
fundamental
cladograms(Carpenter,
1988; Barrettet al., 1991), and are thereforesuboptimalas
generalscientificstatements.Narrativebiogeographicstudies,
such as Halffter's,are intermediatein that they attemptto
minimizeincongruenceby creatingmultiplegeneralpatterns.
Unfortunately,these methodspotentiallypush the problem
to a lower level. If conflictstill exists betweenthe 'similar'
patternsand it is consideredevidencefor yet other, lower
level biogeographicpatterns, eventually every novel biogeographicpattern becomes its own general pattern.This
underminesthe utilityof generatinga generalpatternin the
first place. Furthermore,these methodspresentno scientific
meansby which taxa are to be dividedinto appropriatecategories without adopting untestablea priori evolutionary
models such as centres of origin. Conversely,general biogeographicpatternsserveto providelimits for explanations
regardingobservationsat hand,while simultaneously
inviting
predictionsabout observationsyet to be made. The general
pattern displays the biogeographicelements that can be
explainedby commoncauses(Minaka,1987) as well as those
that require unique or special explanations.Page (1990)
notedthat widespreadtaxa underBPAcan producecharacter
optimizationson the areacladogramthat may be inconsistent
with theiroriginalphylogeneticrelationships.However,such
inconsistenciesare solublevia a varietyof dispersalscenarios
? BlackwellScience Ltd 2000,Joumalof Biogeography,
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(Brooks, 1990; Page, 1990), with ultimate understanding
dependent on comparing individual taxon area relationships
to the summary of data, i.e. the general area cladogram. Both
types of pattern (congruent and incongruent) have scientific
merit, and both can form the basis of future scientific investigations. Specific patterns that do not fit a general pattern
could be indicativeof specific biological qualitiesof the relevant
organism (e.g. increased dispersal power), or unique historical events pertaining to those taxa (e.g. random dispersal or
local extinction). As with homoplasious characters in phylogenetic analyses, a particularly strong general pattern used
to evaluate questionably incongruent phylogenetic data may
inspire re-evaluation of the validity of such data.
In addition to its utility in forming scientific explanation,
the general pattern forms the basis for making scientific predictions. Faunisticpredictioncan be made based on the general
pattern, especially if phylogenetic information is available
for target taxa. The general pattern of this study predicts,
for example, that based on a species found in the Sierra
Transvolcanica a researcher could expect the existence of
most closely related taxa in the Sierra Madre del Sur. The
ability to make biogeographic predictions not only serves the
purposes of taxonomists seeking taxa not yet described, but
should be integrated into conservation efforts seeking a means
of prioritizing various regions. A general area cladogram
explicitly states the biotic affinities of the various implicated
regions. As such, the pattern produced forms the best scientific
hypothesis of the underlying process(es) producing biotic
diversification (e.g. speciation) within the areas of study. The
biogeographic pattern forms a bridge between the biotic
diversityof independenttaxa and thus, can allow conservationists to preserveareas inhabited by species which are least related
phylogenetically (higher biodiversity) vs. regions sharing
closely related taxa (lower biodiversity) (Faith, 1992a, 1992b;
Nixon & Wheeler, 1992; Humphries et al., 1995).
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Appendix 1. References used to derive taxon-areacladograms.
Carabidae: Loricera (Ball et al., 1969); Notiobia (Noonan, 1986);
Agonum cyclifer group (Liebherr,1994b); Agonum cyanope clade
(Liebherr,1986; 1994b); Elliptoleus (Liebherr,1991); Calatbus (Ball
et al., 1972); Platynus degallieri group (Liebherr,1992); Platynus
bamatus clade (Liebherr,1988); Phloeoxena megalops group (Ball,
1975); Eripus (Straneo et al., 1989); Amblygnatbus iripennis group
(Ball, 1987); Pelmatellus (Goulet, 1974); Tricbopselapbus(Ball, 1978,
1987); Euproctinus (Shpeley, 1986); Progaleritina (Ball et al., 1983).

Other insects: Atractotomus (Stonedahl, 1990); Hologymnetis
(Ratcliffe et al., 1992); Viridimecus (Jameson, 1990); Ateucbus
(Kohlmann et al., 1988); Typblusecbus (Aalbu et al., 1985).

Fishes:Heterandria(Rosen,1978, 1979);Xipbopborus(Rosen,
1978, 1979; Rauchenberger
et al., 1990); Cyprinella(Mayden,
1989).
Lizards:Phrynosoma, phylogeny(Montanucci,1987), localities
(Reeve,1952; Parker,1974; Funk,1981; Perrill,1983; Price,1990;
Pianka,1991; Smith,1991); Ctenosaura,phylogeny(de Queiroz,
1987), localities(Etheridge,1982);Basiliscussensulato (Lang,
1989);Mesaspis,phylogeny(Good,1987, 1988), localities(Stuart,
1963, 1964;Villa,1983; Savage& Villa, 1986; Good, 1989);
Abronia (Campbell et al., 1993); Coleonyx, phylogeny (Grismer,

1988), localities(Dixon, 1970a, 1970b, 1970c, 1970d;Grismer,
1990a, 1990b;Villa, 1983).
Plants: Viguiera (Panero et al., 1988).
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